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Forces of social change

Fragmentation of media
Readers and viewers are 
leaving while advertisers 
question value

Ad Investment Shift
Ad spending shifting from 
traditional media platforms 
to the internet

Challenges
- Smartphone dilemma, ad blockers
- Reporting resources cut, investigative journalism
- CEOs slow to embrace social enterprise



Should government bail out journalism media?

The BBC gave $15-million Cdn to pay for 
150 local reporters employed by local news 
organizations to cover municipal politics 
and provide their reports, including video 
and audio, to all local news media 
websites. 



7 trends in digital news

Trust matters
Source: Reuters Institute 

Rise of distributed content via social media sites 

Women are much more likely to use social media to find news over a website 

Shared content is big for people and their passions - politics, business, technology, or the environment

The rise of news aggregators

Algorithms vs editors 

The rise of mobile – and destination apps 
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Responses to the aftershock

Federal government
Considering whether it should 
intervene - support

Google
Subsidizing experimentation 
and innovation in Europe

Edward Greenspon
President & CEO



10 Big Ideas for 
Communications and 
Marketing



1. Abandon old paradigms
Kill old business models and outdated 
marketing techniques

Look at your people – some 
may have trouble adapting

Embrace social enterprise 
yourself, learn how the 
platforms work, and how they 
can drive your company’s 
success or failure

Determine competencies 
of your board members, 
your management team, 
and your employees

Train everyone on the 
latest platforms and tools



2. Strategic Alliances
Closer strategic ties between newsroom 
and corporate brands



3. Adjacencies
Stories conceived by advertisers, 
positioned next to newsroom 
journalism...BUT…identified distinctly



4. Multi-platform Repurposing
Tell the story many tines using the full pallet of 
media
~Vlog Squad by Time Inc. UK



5. Use Google to innovate
Scope Google for ideas on what has 
worked in Europe. Consider those models 
to gain efficiencies and grow revenue



Sample: Spectrm, Germany
Instant Messengers Distribute Journalistic Content

The German start-up Spectrm built an artificial 
intelligence engine to help publishers communicate 
directly with readers--and distribute content--on a 1:1 
basis through instant messaging apps

Traditional media giants are 
planting their flat in Digital Media 



Sample: eldiario.es,Spain 

socios primarily pay to support the mission of 
independent journalism

18,000 paying members, and its 
eye on the next several million

Advertising makes up 60% of the site’s revenue stream, 
but another significant portion — around 40% — now 
comes from socios, their community



6. Put journalism first
Reinvest in quality journalism. This may 
seem counter-intuitive because it adds to 
costs, but quality journalism is at the core

Discover what your audiences are willing to pay for
from the freemium level to mastermind groups with access to 
editorial teams. Readers crave compelling content



7. Streamline processes
Rethink processes from beginning to end

Focus outlets on high-value tasks, 
eliminate low-value work that can eat up 
time and reduce multi-tasking, which can 
undermine the goal of excellence



8. Pool resources
The people who “get this” will thrive and 
tools will help them get there

The Age of Collaboration is based on the “co-op” model. 
Third parties can do low-value work efficiently and at 
competitive prices. “Don’t buy a combine, share it”



9. Market to engage 
subscribers
Use marketing strategies to build 
relationships that align with 
readers, audience members, and 
potential subscribers



10. Build social enterprise
Encourage AB CEOs and C-suite to 
commit to social enterprise

Promote an open and inclusive internal culture and 
lead by example. Train and trust employees, ensure 
management understands the technical systems, and build 
a community of fans to share stories. Regularly monitor 
content distribution and engagement



The future of Communications and Marketing

The future belongs to the corporation 
that recognizes its strength is the 
sum of personal brands belonging to 
all who work there…to business 
partners…sponsors…interest 
groups…and customers. 

It’s Clear Sailing for 
Communications and 
Marketing
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